Transient subglacial hydrology of a thin ice sheet: insights from the Chasm esker, British Columbia, Canada
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A B S T R A C T

Glacier drainage systems are never steady state; instead they fluctuate over time and space in response to variation in water input. In order to improve numerical models of glacier hydrology it is important to fully understand the processes controlling subglacial drainage system evolution, but contemporary ice sheet beds are typically inaccessible. Thus, esker distribution, morphology, and sedimentology have been used to infer the dynamics and hydrology of former ice sheets. However, debate remains as to the processes responsible for esker formation and most theoretical investigations have assumed that they formed due to processes that operated beneath thick ice despite many field investigations to the contrary. We investigate esker formation during the final stages of the thin, inactive, and rapidly decaying Cordilleran Ice Sheet (CIS) in interior British Columbia, Canada. A combination of geomorphological, ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) data suggest esker ridge sedimentary architecture is consistent with synchronous formation during a glacial lake outburst flood (GLOF). These data reveal esker ridge deposition most likely took place within an ice tunnel that evacuated late-waning stage flow, following erosion and partial fill of a broader meltwater corridor. Esker ridge sedimentary architecture reveals this depositional environment was dynamic, reflecting complex interaction between ice thickness, ice structure, ice tunnel geometry, flow conditions, and sediment supply. Under these thin, inactive ice conditions ice tunnel location was initially governed by structural weaknesses in the ice and/or equipotential gradient. Because creep closure rates were low, the ice tunnel evolved through feedbacks between conduit growth via frictional melting/mechanical ice excavation, and conduit closure due to sediment infilling, rather than ice creep. This resulted in a non-uniform ice tunnel that enlarged in an upglacier direction and locally unroofed to form open channels during its final stages. These data suggest that eskers may record unsteady, rather than steady flows in a drainage network and so the assumptions often made when using eskers to inform hydrological components of ice sheet models may not be applicable to all ice sheet settings.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Relatively recent observations from contemporary ice masses have shown that the glacial hydrologic system is never steady (e.g., Gray et al., 2005; Wingham et al., 2006; Fricker et al., 2007; Bell, 2008; Stearns et al., 2008; Carter et al., 2009; Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Jordan et al., 2010; Bartholomau et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 2011) and instead glacier drainage systems vary strongly through time in response to changes in water input (Bartholomau et al., 2011). Because the subglacial drainage system can directly influence ice dynamics it is important to incorporate the processes of subglacial water flow in ice sheet models.

However, there are only limited datasets for studying subglacial hydrology because contemporary ice sheet beds are largely inaccessible (Fricker and Scambos, 2009). Most investigations have utilized indirect measurements from GPS and satellites (e.g., Gray et al., 2005; Fricker et al., 2007; Sole et al., 2011), dye tracing (e.g., Nienow et al., 1998; Bingham et al., 2005; Werder et al., 2009), and theoretical glaciology or numerical modelling (e.g., Flowers and Clarke, 2002; Hooke and Fastook, 2007; Boulton et al., 2009; Pimentel and Flowers, 2010; Colgan et al., 2011). However, these studies often assume that changes in subglacial conduit position and geometry are controlled by the balance between frictional melting of the overlying ice (governed by water input to, or generation within, the system) and creep closure due to ice deformation (governed by ice thickness and surface slope). The dynamics of subglacial hydrological systems beneath thin ice masses, where creep closure rates are presumably low, is largely
Fig. 1. a) The location of the study area (southern Fraser Plateau) is indicated by the labelled black dot in British Columbia (BC), Canada. b) A hillshaded elevation model of the southern Fraser Plateau (Geobase®). The Chasm esker ridge (yellow line) and canal walls (dashed lines) are labelled. The boxes labelled c1–c3 indicate the location of the panels.
ambiguous despite many field investigations of former ice sheet beds that have invoked thin, stagnant ice masses (e.g., Craig, 1964; Shilts, 1984; Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989; Dredge et al., 1999). It is essential that numerical ice sheet models are consistent with the landform record because glacioluvial landforms have been used to test (e.g., Boulton et al., 2009), or their patterns have been explained by (e.g., Hooke and Fastook, 2007), numerical models. Recent detailed mapping of englacial hydrologic systems suggest that conduit position, flow direction, and geometry can be governed by antecedent structural weaknesses in the ice rather than equipotential gradient, where the ice is thin (e.g., Gulley and Benn, 2007; Benn et al., 2009; Gulley, 2009; Gulley et al., 2009). The ability to directly map englacial hydrologic networks requires the conduits to be at atmospheric pressure for a prolonged period after a fall in discharge (cf. Gulley and Benn, 2007; Benn et al., 2009; Gulley, 2009; Gulley et al., 2009), demonstrating that discharge fluctuations can be out of sync with creep closure rates, at least where the overlying ice is relatively thin. However, major subglacial and englacial channels are inaccessible during conduit formation at contemporary ice masses, making it difficult to investigate conduit dynamics.

Former ice sheet beds present an opportunity to supplement understanding of hydrological processes operating beneath decaying ice sheets through detailed analysis of glacioluvial landforms, such as eskers. Eskers are the depositional signature of subglacial or englacial conduits (e.g., Brennand, 1994), and subaerial ice-walled channels (e.g., Hebrand and Åmark, 1989; Huddart et al., 1999; Russell et al., 2001; Burke et al., 2008). The distribution, morphology and sedimentology of eskers have been used to infer the dynamics of former ice sheets (e.g., Shilts, 1984; Shreve, 1985; Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989; Clark and Walder, 1994; Dredge et al., 1999; Brennand, 2000; Mäkinen, 2003; Boulton et al., 2009). However, much debate remains as to the processes responsible for esker formation and the timescales over which this takes place (Cummings et al., 2011). Most investigations have assumed eskers record long term hydrological processes at the ice sheet base (e.g., Hooke and Fastook, 2007; Boulton et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2009), whereas rapid esker formation during glacial lake outburst floods (GLOFs) is underplayed (e.g., Brennand, 1994; Brennand and Shaw, 1996). Recent observations from Skeiðarárjökull, Iceland and Bering Glacier, Alaska, on the other hand, demonstrate that eskers can form during single, high magnitude GLOFs (Burke et al., 2008, 2010). This work shows that GLOF eskers have a complex sedimentary architecture including the deposits of large-scale bedforms and ridge-scale (i.e., ridge wide) macroforms that are composed of coarse sand and gravel, with a distinct absence of silt and clay. These characteristics are suggested to be criteria diagnostic of GLOF controls on esker formation (cf. Burke et al., 2010). Given that markedly different interpretations have been proposed for the same esker (e.g., Shreve, 1985; Hooke and Fastook, 2007) it is important we fully understand the processes responsible for esker formation so that eskers can be appropriately used to constrain or test hydrological parameters in ice sheet models. Currently, there is a discrepancy between field investigations that typically suggest esker formation beneath thin, stagnant ice masses (e.g., Craig, 1964; Shilts, 1984; Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989; Dredge et al., 1999) and theoretical studies that invoke conduit dynamics based on thick ice processes (i.e., frictional melting vs. creep closure; e.g. Shreve, 1985; Clark and Walder, 1994; Hooke and Fastook, 2007; Boulton et al., 2009). Furthermore, many field investigations have not been able to assess conduit dynamics because their mandate was geomorphic/glacial geologic mapping, and so they lack detailed data on esker ridge sedimentary architecture (e.g., Shilts, 1984; Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989; Dredge et al., 1999).

In this paper we combine geomorphological and geophysical datasets from an esker in south-central British Columbia (BC), Canada in order to assess the subglacial hydrology of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet (CIS) on a part of the southern Fraser plateau. This esker forms part of a meltwater corridor landsystem that was interpreted to have formed during drainage of an ice-dammed lake (see Section 2.1) (Burke et al., 2012). Because the CIS only reached a maximum thickness of ~600 m in this region (Huntley and Broster, 1994) these data give an insight into conduit dynamics beneath a relatively thin ice sheet (see Section 5.3.1) during ice-dammed lake drainage.

2. Regional setting

The southern Fraser Plateau (located in interior BC, Canada) is dissected at its most southern end by the ~200 m deep Bonaparte Valley and bound by the Marble Range to the southwest (Fig. 1). The plateau surface is relatively flat, till covered and, in places, streamlined (Plouffe et al., 2011). The most recent glaciation of the Fraser Plateau began around 30.5 cal ka BP (Booth et al., 2003) and the CIS reached its maximum extent at around 14–13 cal ka BP when the southern interior of BC was covered by ice up to 600 m thick on the plateaus and 1100 m thick in the valleys (Huntley and Broster, 1994). Rapid decay of the southern sector of the CIS was complete by 10.7 cal ka BP (Clague and James, 2002) and is recorded by meltwater channels, eskers, outwash sediments, hummocky deposits, and glaciolacustrine sediments (Tipper, 1971; Plouffe et al., 2011). The lack of large recessional moraines (cf. Tipper, 1971) is ascribed by Fulton (1991) to ice stagnation and rapid CIS retreat. Eskers on the plateau record the final stages of CIS decay and can give insight into the hydrology of the ice sheet (Perkins et al., 2011a). The largest esker is located upflow from the Chasm (Fig. 1), a large bedrock cataract formed through headward erosion from the Bonaparte Valley (Plouffe et al., 2011). The Chasm esker forms part of a meltwater corridor landsystem (Fig. 1) that was identified by Burke et al. (2012).

2.1. Meltwater corridor landsystems on the Fraser Plateau

Burke et al. (2012) identified and investigated the formation of two meltwater corridor landsystems on the Fraser Plateau using a combination of landform mapping from aerial photographs and DEMs, and near surface geophysics on landforms within the corridors. These single-thread meltwater corridors begin abruptly and do not form dendritic networks. Although the two meltwater corridors on the Fraser Plateau have a similar geomorphic signature and inferred evolution, here we only describe the meltwater corridor that leads into the Chasm (Fig. 1a) as this has a direct bearing on Chasm esker formation. The Chasm meltwater corridor is ~45 km long, ~0.25–2.5 km wide, relatively straight, and has an undulating long profile that includes long upslope segments (Fig. 2b). The corridor can be split into upglacier and downglacier sections based upon abrupt changes in geomorphology (Burke et al., 2012). The downglacier section is defined by a ~42 km long and ~0.25–1 km
wide discontinuous trough that is irregularly cut into the underlying till and/or bedrock (dashed line, Fig. 1a). The head of this trough begins abruptly at an \( \sim 0.5 \) km wide basin that forms a plunge pool with a double horseshoe planform (Burke et al., 2012). The upglacier section of the meltwater corridor is composed of a \( \sim 2.5 \) km wide and \( \sim 3 \) km long zone of scabbed terrain that terminates at the head of the discontinuous trough and contains erosional remnants roughly aligned toward the head of the trough (Burke et al., 2012).

The discontinuous trough component of the meltwater corridor contains a broad fill (based on identification of grid wide deposits within the broad corridor fill) that is composed of gravel sheets and large-scale gravel dunes (Fig. 3a) that are draped by the Chasm esker ridge (Figs. 1 and 3a). Burke et al. (2012) suggest the gravel sheets and gravel dunes were deposited by trough-wide flow and, by extension, that the trough was eroded by this flow to form a tunnel channel. This tunnel channel was suggested to have operated as a large-scale canal (an efficient channel incised down into subglacial sediment (and/or bedrock) and up into the overlying ice (cf. Walder and Fowler, 1994; Ng, 2000)) during tunnel channel formation (Burke et al., 2012). Consequently, we refer to this discontinuous trough as a canal in the rest of this study.

3. Methods

3.1. Landform mapping

The Chasm esker ridge was mapped and its morphology interpreted using stereographic aerial photographs (1:40,000, Province of British Columbia, 2010), digital elevation models (DEMs; 25 m horizontal resolution, 10 m vertical resolution, Geobase\textsuperscript{b}) and ground observations. We qualify esker ridge morphology based upon its long profile, cross profiles, and planform (Figs. 1c and 2) using the following criteria: 1) round-crested ridge segments approximate half cylinders; 2) flat-topped ridge segments approximate half hexagonal prisms; 3) sharp-crested ridge segments approximate triangular prisms; and 4) ridge enlargements are segments where the esker ridge abruptly increases in width (and height in places). Ridge segments are either single-thread or multi-thread (anabranched or subparallel ridges). Lobate, fan-shaped mounds of sediment in close proximity to the esker ridge are mapped as fans (Section 4.1.3).

3.2. Geophysical data collection

Esker ridge sedimentary architecture was investigated using ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and electrical resistivity
tomography (ERT). A total of ~4.7 km of 100 MHz common offset (CO) GPR lines were collected as three grids along the length of the esker ridge (Fig. 1d–f), using a Sensors and Software Inc. pulseEKKO PRO system. Grid location was primarily determined by site access and suitability to geophysical surveying, but incorporated the key morphological elements of the esker ridge (Fig. 1c and Section 4.1.1). Grids 1 and 2 were located on flat-topped ridge segments, whereas grid 3 was mainly located on the southern round-crested ridge of an anabranched segment and extends onto the downflow ridge enlargement (Fig. 1d–f). Grid lines were regularly spaced where possible, but local site conditions (e.g., presence of trees, esker ridge morphology, etc.) restricted gridded data collection in some places. During CO data collection antennas were kept at a constant separation of 1 m and data were collected in step mode (0.25 m) along the lines to improve ground coupling and trace stacking (32 traces). In order to reduce reflections from off-line sources the GPR antennas were co-polarised and perpendicular-broadside to the survey line (Arcone et al., 1995). Nine common mid-point (CMP) profiles, collected at grids 1–3, provided an estimated subsurface average velocity of 0.117 ± 0.009 m/ns, which was used to convert two-way travel time (TWT) into depth and for data processing. Electrical resistivity tomography lines were collected at each grid using an eight channel Advanced Geosciences Inc. (AGI) Super Sting system. Data were collected from a dipole–dipole array (maximum n = 6) and all lines had an electrode spacing of 1.5 m, except line X6 of grid 3 where 1 m electrode spacing was employed due to site restrictions. All GPR and ERT lines were surveyed for topographic

Fig. 3. a) The flat-topped esker segment at grid 1 (photograph was taken from the adjacent canal wall). The esker ridge base is defined by the dashed line, whereas the canal wall edge is defined by the dot-dashed line. Note the vehicle for scale (circled). b) Orthophotograph (Province of British Columbia, 2010) of round-crested esker ridge segments (yellow) and ridge enlargements (red). The white outlines highlight kettle lakes (kettle holes) surrounding the esker ridge. Examples of undulating, round-crested and anabranched esker segments are shown in c) and d). e) Example of a step in the esker ridge flank slope (slump tread) often found along the base of the esker flanks. The dashed line indicates the headward location of the slump tread. Refer to Fig. 1b for the location of each Figure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
variation using a real-time kinematic differential global positioning system (dGPS). Sediment sections and surface materials (Fig. 4) were examined where possible to facilitate geophysical data interpretation.

3.3. Geophysical data processing and inversion

GPR data processing was carried out in REFLEXW v5.6 and included static correction, ‘dewow’ filtering, bandpass filtering, migration, background removal filtering, application of a gain function, and topographic correction. ERT inversion was carried out in AGI EarthImager 2D v2.40 using the finite element method as a forward model, a smooth model inversion routine, damped transform topographic correction, removal of negative resistivity values and spikes, a minimum voltage filter, and minimum and maximum apparent resistivity filters. Inversion resulted in a maximum of 3.7–8.9% data removal, RMS errors of 1.77–3.10%, and $L^2$ values (squared and summed differences between apparent and actual resistivity values) of 0.78–3.96.

A steep gravel pit face was located ~2 m upflow from ERT line X2 collected at grid 2. At grid 3, ERT line X3 was collected along the crest of a round-crested segment that became steep flanked (>30°) after ~120 m along the line. The close proximity of the steep pit face at grid 2 and steep esker ridge flanks at grid 3 result in an edge effect within the ERT profiles. This edge effect is represented as anomalously high resistivity values in the ERT profiles associated with the sediment–air interface at the gravel pit wall (grid 2) and steep esker ridge flanks (grid 3). Because individual resistivity values are the average for a three-dimensional block of material around the central point (where the measurement is spatially located), where electrodes are close to the sediment–air interface, the ERT is effectively sampling air, as well as sediment. As the electrical resistance of air is understandably high, this increases the average resistivity values for those points affected by the presence of a sediment–air interface. For the ERT profiles in this manuscript we deem that all resistivity values >13,000 Ω·m are noise associated with this edge effect because: 1) these values are unrealistic for the sand and gravel present in the esker ridge; and 2) this is the

![Fig. 4. Material observed within the esker and canal-wide fill. a) Sediment section within the main esker at grid 1, showing that the landform is dominated by sand to pebble-gravel here. Divisions along the 1 m rod are at 0.1 m intervals. b) Sand to pebble-gravel in the base of a gravel pit close to grid 2. d) Sand and pebble- to cobble-gravel at the surface of the main esker at grid 3. c) Fine aeolian sand and silt fill in depressions and drape esker sand and gravel below. The dashed line highlights the base of the fine sediment carapace that is thickest within the base of the depression (the person is ~1.7 m high). e) Sand and cobble- to boulder-gravel (clasts up to 1 m diameter) identified in a gravel pit towards the terminus of the Chasm meltwater corridor (the person is ~1.7 m high). f) Boulder-gravel piled up within a gravel pit at the downglacier end of the Chasm meltwater corridor. Note the person for scale (~1.7 m high). Refer to Fig. 1b for the location of each Figure.](image-url)
minimum cut off value that can be applied without suggesting the existence of noise where there should be no edge effect.

3.4. Geophysical data interpretation

Resistivity units (labelled RU in Figs. 6c, 9b and 11a, b) inferred to record lithostratigraphic units will be identified from ERT profiles. These lithostratigraphic units will mainly be determined by abrupt changes in material resistance and, where possible, correspondence to GPR profiles. In the GPR profiles, high amplitude, continuous reflections that demarcate the termination of reflections above and below will be identified as bounding surfaces, which will define radar elements within the grids. Only bounding surfaces that can be traced across multiple GPR profiles (where possible) will be picked. Radar elements (labelled in stratigraphic order) will be interpreted based upon the broad style of deposition within the individual radar element (Table 1) and are numbered based on an interpreted depositional event sequence. Where separate radar elements have a similar stratigraphic position, unit geometry, and depositional style these will be grouped into a single depositional event. Offsets in reflections will also be identified because these are typically interpreted as faults associated with post-depositional slumping due to steep esker ridge flanks and removal (melting) of ice support (cf. Fiore et al., 2002; Woodward et al., 2008; Burke et al., 2008, 2010).

4. Results

4.1. Meltwater corridor landsystem geomorphology and sediment texture

Meltwater corridor landsystems on the Fraser Plateau have been identified by Burke et al. (2012). The corridor upglacier of the Chasm is dominated by an erosional canal (cf. Burke et al., 2012) that contains a number of landforms and landform elements that together form the meltwater corridor landsystem. Aside from the erosional canal base, canal-wide deposits, composed of coarse sand to boulder gravel (Fig. 4e, f), are the stratigraphically deepest landform elements (Burke et al., 2012) and are draped by esker ridge segments that are dominated by coarse sand to cobble-gravel (Fig. 4a–d). The esker ridge segments (Section 4.1.1) are often closely associated with kettle holes (Section 4.1.2). Although three small fans occur adjacent to the esker ridge, these are interpreted as part of a subsequent proglacial lake landsystem (see Section 5.1).

4.1.1. Esker ridge segments

The Chasm esker ridge is ~32 km long and located within a broader canal (Fig. 1b, c). The esker ridge (central ridge of sand and gravel) is relatively straight (sinuosity ratio of 1.06; esker ridge crestline length divided by straight line length) and semi-continuous, being composed of five aligned esker ridge sections that are ~0.2–15 km long and separated by four ~100–900 m long gaps (Fig. 1). These aligned sections do not form a dendritic network of esker ridge sections (Fig. 1b, c). The Chasm esker ridge (i.e. the five aligned ridge sections) is composed of round-crested segments, flat-topped segments and ridge enlargements (Figs. 1c, 2 and 3). We map no sharp-crested segments and ridge sections do not terminate at fans (see Section 4.1.3). The esker ridge follows an undulating canal long profile that includes long upslope sections, but variations in ridge segment morphology do not correlate to changes in canal floor topography (Fig. 2b).

Round-crested segments occur throughout the esker ridge (76% of the system length) and are single or multi-thread ridges (parallel or anabranched) that have undulating long profiles (Figs. 1c and 3c, d). Round-crested segments can be traced, unbroken, for up to 4.5 km and are ~20–100 m wide (Fig. 2). In places, continuous round-crested segments are interrupted by ridge enlargements that occur sporadically along the esker ridge (18% of the system length) at both single-thread ridges and where multiple ridges join. Ridge enlargements are up to 1.5 km long and ~100–300 m wide (Fig. 2). Flat-topped segments are only identified in two locations (6% of the system length); both are within 12 km of the esker ridge head (Figs. 1c and 3a). They are ~0.45–1.5 km long, and ~80–250 m wide (Fig. 2). Along the base of the esker ridge flanks, regardless of ridge planform, steps (treads) in the esker ridge cross-section are identified (Fig. 3e). These steps have surface textures consistent with the sand and gravel observed on the adjacent esker ridge flank.

Small sediment sections and landform surface texture reveal that round-crested segments and ridge enlargements are composed of coarse sand to cobble-gravel (Fig. 4c), whereas flat topped segments are dominated by coarse sand to pebble-gravel (Fig. 4a, b). However, due to site access, we do not have sufficient data to quantify downflow changes in landform surface texture. Regardless of ridge planform and cross-section, a thin (~1.5 m thick) carapace of fine sand and silt can be identified in hollows in the landform surface (it is thickest in these hollows, Fig. 4d) and in between crestline undulations. This fine material appears massive in section (Fig. 4d).

4.1.2. Kettle holes

Esker ridges are typically bordered by circular basins (up to ~1.5 km in diameter) that are often filled with lakes (Figs. 1f and 3b–e). Because these depressions are typically restricted to the esker ridge flanks, have circular morphologies, and form closed basins, we interpret them to be kettle holes (cf. Fay, 2002) associated with detachment and melting of ice blocks during CIS decay (Tippett, 1971). These kettle holes are closely associated with the esker ridge, often flanking both sides of the ridge (i.e., surrounding the esker ridge) and separating multiple esker ridge branches in anabranched and multi-thread segments (Fig. 3b–e). Kettle holes are most prevalent along the flanks of round-crested ridge segments and ridge enlargements, and are not present where fans are identified.

4.1.3. Fans

There are three fans located close to the flanks of the Chasm esker ridge at ~7.5 km (fan 1), ~10 km (fan 2) and ~30 km (fan 3) from the head of the esker ridge (Figs. 1c and 5). Fans 1, 2 and 3 are adjacent to a ridge enlargement, a flat-topped ridge segment, and a round-crested ridge segment, respectively (Fig. 1c and 2b). All fans have lobate morphologies (Fig. 5a) and slope angles of <2° along fan centreline. Fan 1 dips towards the south, fan 2 to the southeast, and fan 3 to the east. The fans are ~5–15 m higher than the surrounding landscape and, at their highest points, are ~10–20 m lower in elevation than the esker ridge crest at each location. The fans have maximum widths of ~800 m (fan 1), ~350 m (fan 2), and ~300 m (fan 3). No kettle holes or slumps are identified in the fan surfaces or in areas adjacent to the fans. The apex of fans 1 and 2 are consistent with the location of channels that dissect the esker ridge (roughly perpendicular to esker ridge crestline). Fan orientation is consistent with that of the esker-dissecting channels and the fan surfaces dip away from the channel termini (Fig. 5a).

Sections through the fans are rare, but an esker-proximal section through fan 2 (Fig. 5) exposes stratified sand and silt. Lithostratigraphic unit 1 (~3.5 m thick), is composed of massive (~0.04 m thick) and trough cross-laminated (~0.26 m thick) medium to fine sand (palaeoflow direction towards the North), overlain by a rhythmic sequence of laminated fine sand, silt, and (rarely) clay (~3.2 m thick). This rhythmic sequence is punctuated by three beds (~0.01–0.02 m thick) of medium to coarse sand with
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canal-fill Stratigraphy</th>
<th>Res.</th>
<th>RE Characteristics</th>
<th>RE Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Post glacial elements        | 200-900 (RU4) | Low resistivity unit at esker surface, truncating deeper RE  
|                              |      | Does not correspond to fine material  
|                              |      | Internal reflections are irregular   | Gravel pit push |
|                              | 20 m |                    |                   |
| N/A                          |      | Asymmetrical & trough-like  
|                              |      | Located on esker flanks  
|                              |      | Initiate at offset reflections (faults)  
|                              |      | Composed of discontinuous & chaotic reflections  
|                              |      | Correspond to steps in esker cross-section | Aeloian deposition |
|                              | 20 m |                    |                   |
|                              |      | Stacked with a tabular geometry  
|                              |      | Composed of relatively continuous planar reflections that conform to lower bounding surface geometry | Vertical accretion |
|                              | 20 m |                    |                   |
| 1,500-12,000 (RU3)           |      | Upglacier dipping  
|                              |      | Composed of reflections that dip upflow at an angle conformable to or greater than that of lower bounding surface | Headward accretion |
|                              | 20 m |                    |                   |
|                              |      | Downglacier dipping  
|                              |      | Composed of reflections that dip downflow at an angle conformable to or greater than that of lower bounding surface | Downflow accretion |
|                              | 10 m | Tabular geometry  
|                              |      | Composed of reflections that dip normal to flow | Lateral accretion |
|                              |      |                    |                   |
| Canal-wide fill elements     | 2,000-7,500 (RU2) | Grid wide, tabular & high resistivity  
|                              |      | Composed of reflections with varied geometries  
|                              |      | Have the same characteristics as canal-wide units reported by Burke et al. (2012) | Gravel sheets or dunes |
|                              | 20 m |                    |                   |

*Electrical resistivity in Ω-m  
*GPR & ERT data (above); interpretation (below) for each RE type. Colour-coding corresponds to that used in Fig. 8a (in the web version).  
*Post-ice melt.
eroditional lower contacts and south-orientated flame structures. Rare normal faults, dipping (71–74°) towards the esker ridge (e.g., arrowed line, Fig. 5b), run from the base of the section up to the top of unit 1 (in some cases), though overall primary bedding appears to be intact. Lithostratigraphic unit 2 (0.48 m thick) drapes lithostratigraphic unit 1, has an irregular lateral geometry and is composed of massive and heavily bioturbated fine sand and silt. The sedimentology of lithostratigraphic unit 1 is consistent with that described in subaqueous fans elsewhere (e.g., Winsemann et al., 2007), though the presence of limited normal faulting suggest these were deposited, at least partially, in contact with ice. The sedimentology of unit 2 is consistent with a record of Holocene aeolian activity that was widespread across the Fraser Plateau (Lian and Huntley, 1999). Fan 1 appears to have a similar texture (sand and silt) to fan 2, but fan 3 was inaccessible.

4.2. Description and interpretation of canal fill, focussing on esker ridge architecture and texture

GPR data are presented as fence diagrams for each grid (Figs. 6a, b, 9a, 12), and ERT profiles are presented two-dimensionally in conjunction with the associated GPR line (Figs. 6c, 9b and 11a, b). All GPR and ERT profiles are presented without any vertical exaggeration. A uniform colour scale has been applied to each ERT profile to allow direct comparison between ERT profiles. All processed and interpreted GPR profiles, as well as animations 1–3, are presented two-dimensionally in the Supplementary material. Below we describe each grid in turn beginning with the most upflow grid and working downstream. For each grid description we first describe the general canal-fill stratigraphy, based primarily on the ERT profiles (Figs. 6c, 7c, 9b, 10b, 11), and then focus upon the radar elements, which we describe in stratigraphic order. These radar elements have been interpreted following the classification outlined in Table 1. All reported reflection dip angles are apparent dip. Faults (offset reflections) are defined by dashed lines. Although faulting is assumed to extend through the full landform thickness, the limited extent that offset reflections can be aligned in the GPR profiles is probably due to difficulties in imaging faulting with GPR (i.e., relative line orientation and GPR resolution) (cf. Fiore et al., 2002; Woodward et al., 2008).

4.2.1. Grid 1

Grid 1 is located at a ~100 m wide, flat-topped esker ridge segment (Figs. 1c, d and 3a) where the landform surface has been anthropogenically modified to some extent. At grid 1a the esker ridge surface is unmodified, whereas grid 1b is located in the base of an abandoned gravel pit where ~2–3 m of material has been excavated from the landform surface (based upon the elevation difference between the unmodified landform surface and the gravel pit base, Fig. 6). Line Y12 crosses a gravel road that appears to have only involved a small amount of landform surface grading. The thickness of this modification is likely less than that of the airwave and groundwave.

An ERT profile was collected along line X6 of grid 1b (Fig. 6c). This ERT profile images deeper than its respective GPR profiles and so allows placement of esker ridge architecture within the broader context of canal-fill stratigraphy (as described and interpreted by Burke et al., 2012; see Section 2.1). ERT values range from ~300 to 7000 Ω-m and the profile can be divided into three lithostratigraphic units (RU1–3, Figs. 6 and 7c). The upper boundary of RU1 is defined by an order of magnitude change in resistivity values below ~1066 m asl, which is higher than the local water table (~1062 m asl). RU1 has a resistivity of ~300–400 Ω-m, consistent with diamicton as measured elsewhere on the Fraser Plateau and in other Quaternary settings (cf. Samouëlian et al., 2005; Pellicer and Gibson, 2011). Because these diamictons are at an elevation similar to till reported by Burke et al. (2012) we interpret this as till, representing the canal base here (Fig. 7c). RU2 (~1066–1082 m asl) has a resistivity of ~2500–7000 Ω-m, consistent with unsaturated sand and gravel (Samouëlian et al., 2005; Pellicer and Gibson, 2011). RU3 (~1082–1092 m asl) has a resistivity of ~1500–4000 Ω-m, consistent with the dominance of pebbly sand and infrequent cobbles observed in the base of the gravel pit, its walls (Fig. 4a), and on the unmodified esker ridge surface at grid 1a. The higher resistivity of RU2 suggests greater gravel content at depth than that observed at the esker ridge surface, the gravel pit base, and in a small sediment section (Fig. 4a).

Radar bounding surfaces define 20 radar elements (labelled A–T in Fig. 6 and referred to as RE-A to RE-T in the text) that can be traced across significant parts of the grid. RE-A is continuous throughout the grid at a maximum depth of ~12 m (~1082 m asl). Although signal attenuation prevents clear imaging of internal reflections and its lower bounding surface, imaged reflections are typically irregular and can dip upflow (e.g., ~20–65 m on line X3, Fig. 6a) or be sub-horizontal (e.g., ~50–80 m, line X5, Fig. 6b). RE-A corresponds to RU2 and its thickness
Fig. 6. Fence diagrams of GPR profiles collected at a) grid 1a and b) grid 1b (distance ticks are at 10 m intervals on the x-lines and 5 m intervals on the y-lines). The data have been processed following the protocol described in Section 3.3. c) Two-dimensional view of part of GPR line X6, grid 1b, overlain on the ERT profile collected at the same location. Inversion resulted in 7.5% data removal, an RMS error of 1.77%, and an $l^2$ value (squared and summed differences between apparent and actual resistivity values) of 0.78. Lithostratigraphic resistivity units are labelled RU1–3. The bounding surface of RU1 is defined by the dashed line, whereas those of RU2 and RU3 follow radar element bounding surfaces. True relative line orientations are shown in the inset grid maps and Fig. 1d. Radar element bounding surfaces are defined by the bold lines, and radar elements have been labelled (A–T) in order of deposition. Short dotted lines mark offset reflections. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Fence diagrams of interpreted GPR profiles collected at a) grid 1a and b) grid 1b (distance ticks are at 10 m intervals on the x-lines and 5 m intervals on the y-lines). True relative line orientations are shown in the inset grid maps and Fig. 1d. Radar elements have been colour-coded based upon the broad style of deposition, using the criteria outlined in Table 1. These colours correspond to those in the legend (bottom right). The radar elements have been numbered (1–15) in order of deposition. Refer to animation 1 (see supplementary data) for an animation of depositional ordering. Short dotted lines mark faults. c) Lithostratigraphic interpretation of ERT profile collected at line X6. Lithostratigraphic units are labelled RU1–3. The dashed lines mark inferred unit boundaries outside of the areas imaged by the GPR and ERT profiles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
RE-B to RE-H are typically ~2–6 m thick concave-up, lenticular, cross-cutting elements that are ~12–50 m long in flow-parallel lines and tabular in flow-perpendicular lines (e.g., RE-B, lines Y3–Y6, Fig. 6a). Although the lower bounding surfaces of RE-B to RE-H (stages 2–5, Fig. 7a, b) can conform to reflections within RE-A (e.g., ~40–80 m on line X1, Fig. 6a), they typically truncate reflections in deeper radar elements and so are mainly erosional (e.g., RE-F and RE-H at ~110–120 m on line X6, Fig. 6b). Internal reflections within the RE-B and RE-D to RE-H are fairly continuous and either onlap (e.g., RE-C, line X6, Fig. 6b) or are parallel to (e.g., RE-H, line X4, Fig. 6b) the lower bounding surface, consistent with vertical accretion (stages 2, 4 and 5, Fig. 7a, b). The lower bounding surfaces of RE-J and RE-K, on the other hand, are downlapped by downflow-perpendicular lines. The lower bounding surfaces of RE-J and RE-K, on the other hand, are downlapped by downflow-perpendicular lines. The lower bounding surfaces of RE-J and RE-K, on the other hand, are downlapped by downflow-perpendicular lines.

RE-I to RE-M (stages 6–9, Fig. 7a, b), are typically thinner than RE-B to RE-H (~2–5 m) and more laterally extensive in flow-parallel lines, forming up to ~105 m long tabular radar elements (e.g., RE-I, line X6, Fig. 6b). Because these radar elements truncate deeper reflections they have erosional lower bounding surfaces (e.g., RE-I at ~25–80 m line X1, Fig. 6a). However the internal reflection geometry of RE-I to RE-M is inconsistent. RE-I and RE-M contain reflections subhorizontal to the lower bounding surface, recording vertical accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets (referred to the web version of this article.)

RE-S is a tabular radar element that is continuous throughout grid 1a (Fig. 6a). It's lower bounding surface is erosional, as it truncates deeper reflections, and the element contains sub-horizontal reflections that drape the lower bounding surface (Fig. 6a), recording laterally extensive vertical accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets (stage 14, Fig. 7a). RE-T is an elongate trough (e.g., lines X3 and Y3, Fig. 6a), the lower bounding surface of which, truncates reflections within RE-S. RE-T is composed of irregular, but subhorizontal reflections that onlap the lower bounding surface and record vertical accretion of gravel sheets during the final stage of esker ridge deposition here (stage 15, Fig. 7a).

Offset reflections can be traced throughout all radar elements, but are most common in flow-perpendicular lines. Offsets in reflections can be continuously aligned for up to ~6 m (e.g., at ~100 m on line X6, Fig. 6b). However, these reflection offsets do not result in significant distortion of primary reflection geometry. Offset reflections are interpreted as faults associated with post-depositional slumping due to steep esker ridge flanks and removal (melting) of ice support (cf. Fiore et al., 2002; Woodward et al., 2008; Burke et al., 2008, 2010).

In summary, grid 1 records canal-wide fill (cf. Burke et al., 2012) throughout the grid, followed by esker ridge deposition and post-depositional esker ridge reworking (animation 1; Fig. 7c). Initial esker ridge deposits form primarily stacked radar elements that mainly record vertical accretion, though some upflow, downflow, and lateral accretion is also present (Fig. 8a). Primary radar element geometry is no longer apparent as depositional stages are disconnected by periods of erosion and so the imaged radar elements are presumably remnants of more extensive deposits. The final stages of esker ridge deposition are recorded by laterally extensive (across the full extent of grid 1a), vertically accreting radar elements that result in the development of the flat-topped morphology of the ridge. The dominance of offset reflections in...
flow perpendicular lines indicates most post-depositional slumping was associated with removal (melting) of lateral ice support.

4.2.2. Grid 2

Grid 2 is located at a ~200 m wide, flat-topped esker ridge segment immediately downflow from an inactive gravel pit (Fig. 1). Although the grid is not located within the gravel pit, it appears that a small amount of surface reworking has taken place, based on the presence of a ridge of pushed sand parallel to flow parallel GPR lines from ~30 m onward. Resistivity values from an ERT profile collected along line X2 (Fig. 9b) range from ~120 to 22,000 Ω-m, though the highest resistivity values (>13,000 Ω-m) are associated with an edge effect from the steep gravel pit wall just upflow of the grid (Section 3.3). This ERT profile images deeper than its respective GPR profile and so allows placement of esker ridge architecture within the broader context of canal-fill stratigraphy (as described and interpreted by Burke et al., 2012; see Section 2.1). The ERT profile can be divided into four lithostratigraphic units (RU1–4). The upper boundary of RU1 is associated with an order of magnitude change in resistivity.

Fig. 9. a) Fence diagram of GPR profiles collected at grid 2 (distance ticks are at 10 m intervals on the x-lines and 5 m intervals on the y-lines). The data have been processed following the protocol described in Section 3.3. b) Two-dimensional view of GPR line X2, grid 2, overlain on the ERT profile collected at the same location. Inversion resulted in 7.8% data removal, an RMS error of 3.98%, and an $\ell^2$ value of 3.96. Lithostratigraphic resistivity units are labelled RU1–4 and their bounding surfaces are indicated by the dashed lines. Where the bounding surfaces of RU2–4 overlap the GPR profile their bounding surfaces follow those of the radar elements. True relative line orientations are shown in the inset grid maps and Fig. 1e. Radar element bounding surfaces are defined by the bold lines and radar elements have been labelled (A–Q) in order of deposition. Short dotted lines mark offset reflections. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
values from \(\sim 300–400\ \Omega\text{-m} \) (RU1) to \(\sim 2000–7000\ \Omega\text{-m} \) (RU2). The upper boundary of RU1 is at an elevation of \(\sim 1068\) m asl, which is higher than the local water table (\(\sim 1063\) m asl, based on the relative DEM elevation of nearby lakes as seen on orthoimages). Consequently, the low resistivity of RU1 is consistent with the presence of diamicton (cf. Samouélian et al., 2005; Pellicer and Gibson, 2011), which we interpret as till because it is at an elevation similar to till reported by Burke et al. (2012) that forms the canal base (Fig. 10b). RU2 has a resistivity of \(\sim 2000–7000\ \Omega\text{-m} \), consistent with unsaturated sand and gravel (Samouélian et al., 2005; Pellicer and Gibson, 2011). The resistivity of RU3 \(\sim 1500–12,000\ \Omega\text{-m} \) corresponds to sand and gravel observed in the back-sloped gravel pit immediately upflow from the grid (Fig. 4d) and on the esker ridge surface at the downflow end of grid 2 (Fig. 4b). Low resistivity materials \(\sim 200–900\ \Omega\text{-m} \) close to the landform surface form RU4, though the thickness of this unit is likely exaggerated somewhat because ERT does not have the vertical resolution to image sharp boundaries. At the upflow end of the grid (up to \(\sim 30\) m on flow-parallel lines) the esker ridge surface is dominated by fine sands and a decimetre thick unit of fine sands can be seen to fill troughs in the gravel pit upflow from the grid (Fig. 4d). The resistivity of RU4 is similar to that reported
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**Fig. 10.** a) Fence diagram of interpreted GPR profiles collected at grid 2 (distance ticks are at 10 m intervals in the \(x\)-lines and 5 m intervals in the \(y\)-lines). True relative line orientations are shown in the inset grid maps and Fig. 1e. Radar elements have been colour-coded based upon the broad style of deposition, using the criteria outlined in Table 1. These colours correspond to those in legend (bottom right). The radar elements have been numbered (1–15) in order of deposition. Refer to animation 2 (see supplementary data) for an animation of depositional ordering. Short dotted lines mark faults. b) Lithostratigraphic interpretation of ERT profile collected at line X2. Lithostratigraphic units are labelled RU1–4. The dashed lines mark inferred unit boundaries outside of the areas imaged by the GPR and ERT profiles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
for aeolian deposits measured elsewhere on the Fraser Plateau (Perkins et al., 2011b).

Radar bounding surfaces define 17 radar elements (labelled A–Q on Fig. 9a and referred to as RE-A to RE-Q in the text). RE-A is continuous throughout the grid at a maximum depth of ~12 m (~1081 m asl), though signal attenuation prevents clear imaging of internal reflections and its lower bounding surface. Where internal reflections are imaged these are typically irregular and can dip upflow (e.g., ~40–70 m of line X2, Fig. 9a), downflow (e.g., ~20 m of line X2, Fig. 9a) or be sub-horizontal (e.g., ~60–90 m of line X3, Fig. 9a). RE-A corresponds to RU2 (Fig. 9b), assuming RE-A extends for the full thickness of the RU2. Because its stratigraphic position, vertical thickness, and internal characteristics are similar to RE-A and RU2 in grid 1 (Fig. 6), and the elevation of its upper bounding surface is similar to that of the canal floor (Fig. 2b) we interpret RE-A at grid 2 as canal-wide fill (Table 1; stage 1, Fig. 10a, b) similar to that reported by Burke et al. (2012). Consequently, RE-B to RE-O are interpreted as esker ridge sediments (Fig. 10b) (RE-P and RE-Q are interpreted as aeolian sediment and gravel pit push, respectively).

RE-B and RE-E form ~3–5 m thick convexo-concave lenticular radar elements, the lower bounding surfaces of which typically truncate reflections within RE-A (e.g., line X4, Fig. 9a) and so are erosional. Internal reflections within RE-B and RE-E are sub-horizontal in flow-parallel and flow-perpendicular lines (Fig. 9a), recording vertical accretion (Table 1; stage 2, Fig. 10a) of gravel sheets (e.g., Heinz and Aigner, 2003; Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005). RE-D to RE-G have a convex-up, mound-like geometry (up to 7 m thick and ~20–40 m long) with lower bounding surfaces that, because they truncate deeper reflections, are erosional (e.g. line X5, Fig. 9a). Internally, these radar elements have varied reflection geometries. RE-D and RE-E are dominated by downflow-dipping reflections (up to ~10° from horizontal; e.g., line X5, Fig. 9a) that are conformable to the upper bounding surface, but onlap the lower bounding surface. These radar elements are consistent with downflow aggradation (Table 1; stages 3–4, Fig. 10a) of gravel dunes (cf. Kostic and Aigner, 2007). RE-F is composed of stacked, upflow-dipping reflections (<10° from horizontal) that onlap the lower bounding surface (e.g., ~50–60 m, line X1, Fig. 9a) and record headward accretion (Table 1; stage 5, Fig. 10a) of gravel sheets (e.g., Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005) onto the stoss side of a high point in the upper bounding surface of RE-A. RE-G is composed of discontinuous, sub-horizontal reflections that drape the erosional lower bounding surface (e.g., line X3, Fig. 9a) and record vertical accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets (stages 6, Fig. 10a).

RE-H and RE-I are <3 m thick concave-up, trough-like radar elements, the lower bounding surfaces of which are erosional because they truncate deeper reflections. Internal reflections are typically sub-horizontal and either onlap (e.g., RE-I in line X3, Fig. 9a) or drape (e.g., RE-H in line X2, Fig. 9a) the lower bounding surface. These radar element geometries and internal characteristics are consistent with vertical accretion (Table 1; stages 7–8, Fig. 10a) within scour-and-fill elements (cf. Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005; Kostic and Aigner, 2007).

RE-J to RE-M are convexo-concave, lenticular radar elements (up to 4 m thick) with lower bounding surfaces that truncate deeper reflections. These erosional lower bounding surfaces are typically draped (e.g., RE-L in line X3, Fig. 9a) or onlapped (e.g., RE-K in line X3, Fig. 9a) by subhorizontal reflections. RE-J to RE-M record irregular vertical accretion of gravel sheets (stages 9–11, Fig. 10a).

The final stages of esker ridge deposition are recorded by RE-N and RE-O, which are concave-up radar elements that extend for up to ~30 m long in flow-parallel lines and the full width of the grid in flow-perpendicular lines (Fig. 9a). Their lower bounding surfaces truncate deeper radar elements (e.g., RE-O in line X3, Fig. 9a) and so are erosional. Internal reflections are subhorizontal and typically onlap the lower bounding surface (e.g., at ~20–60 m in line X3, Fig. 9a), recording extensive vertical accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets that form the flat-topped ridge morphology (stages 12–13, Fig. 10a).

RE-P and RE-Q are the stratigraphically shallowest radar elements that correspond to RU4 in the ERT profile (Fig. 9b). RE-P can only be identified at the upflow end of the grid (i.e., at ~0–30 m in lines X1 and X2, Fig. 9a) where its lower bounding surface drapes deeper radar elements. RE-Q is more extensive and has an irregular lower bounding surface that truncates reflections beneath (e.g., at ~60–80 m on line X1, Fig. 9a). Given these radar elements are shallow, internal reflections are poorly imaged because the elements are largely obscured by the airwave and groundwave, but are typically discontinuous and irregular. The low resistivity values of RU4 in the ERT profile (Fig. 9b) suggest the presence of fine sand (cf. Samouëlian et al., 2005; Pelllicer and Gibson, 2011). Because the location and thickness of RE-P corresponds to that of massive fine sand at the landform surface and in the gravel pit immediately upflow from the grid (Fig. 4d), we interpret this radar element as recording aeolian deposition (Table 1) within hollows in the landform surface (stage 14, Fig. 10a). Such Holocene aeolian deposits are extensive across the Fraser Plateau (cf. Lian and Huntley, 1999) and this interpretation is consistent with resistivity measurements of other aeolian deposits on the Fraser Plateau (Perkins et al., 2011b). Although the landform surface at the location of RE-Q is not composed of fine sand, its location corresponds to that of a ridge of pushed sand that indicates the landform surface has been reworked here during gravel pit development. Consequently, RE-Q is interpreted to record gravel pit push (Table 1) following esker ridge and aeolian deposition (stage 15, Fig. 10a). Because surface esker material has been reworked and loosened, its pore spaces are susceptible to infiltration of fine sediment during rainfall, lowering its resistivity.

Offset reflections can be traced throughout all radar elements, but are most common in flow-perpendicular lines. Offsets in reflections can be continuously aligned for up to ~7 m (e.g., at ~42 m on line X4, Fig. 9a). However, these offset reflections do not result in significant distortion of primary reflection geometry. Offset reflections are interpreted as faults associated with post-depositional slumping due to steep esker ridge flanks and removal (melting) of ice support (cf. Fiore et al., 2002; Burke et al., 2008, 2010; Woodward et al., 2008).

In summary, grid 2 records canal-wide fill (cf. Burke et al., 2012) throughout the grid, followed by esker ridge deposition, aeolian sedimentation, and post-depositional reworking (animation 2; Fig. 10b). Most esker ridge radar elements have either a convex-up and mound-like geometry, or a convexo-concave and lenticular geometry. These radar elements record downstream accretion of large-scale gravel dunes, followed by irregular vertical and headward gravel sheet accretion in hollows (Fig. 8a). However, depositional stages are typically separated by periods of erosion and so primary radar element geometry is no longer apparent. The final stages of esker ridge deposition are recorded by laterally extensive (across the full extent of grid 2), vertically-accreting radar elements that result in the development of the flat-topped ridge morphology. The dominance of offset reflections in flow-perpendicular lines indicates most post-depositional slumping was associated with removal (melting) of lateral ice support. Following esker ridge formation, the landform was draped by aeolian sand (at least at the upflow end of the grid) and the near surface of the landform has been anthropogenically reworked at the downstream part of the grid.
4.2.3. Grid 3

Grid 3 is located at a ~1.5 km long round-crested esker ridge segment that becomes enlarged downflow where anabranching ridges (separated by kettle holes) join (Figs. 1f and 3c). Geophysical surveys were conducted on the southern main ridge of the anabranching section, and extend downflow onto the ridge enlargement. Two ERT profiles were collected: X3 is located just upflow from, and onto, the head of the ridge enlargement (Fig. 11a), and X6 is located entirely on the ridge enlargement (Fig. 11b). These ERT profiles image deeper than their respective GPR profiles and so allow placement of esker ridge architecture within the broader context of canal-fill stratigraphy (as described and interpreted by Burke et al., 2012; see Section 2.1). Resistivity values at X3 are ~9–24,500 Ω-m though the highest resistivity values (~13,000 Ω-m) are associated with an edge effect from the steep flanks of the ridge from ~120 m along the line (Section 3.3). The resistivity values at X6 are 171–7664 Ω-m. The ERT profiles can be divided into four lithostratigraphic units (RU1–4, Fig. 11). There is an order of magnitude change in resistivity from ~9–400 Ω-m in RU1 to ~2000–7500 Ω-m in RU2. The upper boundary of RU1 is irregular and is at an elevation of ~1060–1072 m asl, which does not correspond to that of the local water table (~1068 m asl, as indicated by the elevation of flanking kettle lakes measured by dGPS during data collection). The resistivity of RU1 (~9–400 Ω-m) is consistent with the presence of diamict (cf. Samouëlian et al., 2005; Pellicer and Gibson, 2011). Because this diamict has similar resistivity characteristics to that at grids 1 and 2 we interpret it as till and the canal base (Fig. 11c, d). RU2 has a resistivity of ~1500–7500 Ω-m in both lines, consistent with values expected for sand and gravel (Samouëlian et al., 2005; Pellicer and Gibson, 2011), with the lower resistivity values of material at the base of RU2 being attributed to saturation below the water table. RU3 has a resistivity of ~2000–11,000 Ω-m at X3 and ~2000–7000 Ω-m at X6, which corresponds to sand and cobble-gravel observed along the landform surface at ~0–60 m of line X3 and along the esker ridge flanks (Fig. 4c). The higher resistivity values in RU3 here, compared to

![Fig. 11. Processed GPR and ERT profiles collected at lines a) X3 and b) X6 of grid 3. The data have been processed following the protocol described in Section 3.3. Inversion resulted in 8.9% (X3) and 3.7% (X6) data removal, RMS errors of 3.1% (X3 and 2.2% (X6), and L2 values of 2.4 (X3) and 1.22 (X6). Lithostratigraphic resistivity units are labelled RU1–4. Radar element bounding surfaces are defined by the bold lines. The bounding surface of RU1 is indicated by the dashed lines, whereas those of RU2–4 follow radar element bounding surfaces (except for X3 where the bounding surface of RU4 is a dashed line because no bounding surface can be identified). Radar elements have been labelled in order of deposition. Short dotted lines mark offset reflections. Lithostratigraphic interpretations of ERT profiles collected at lines c) X3 and d) X6. Lithostratigraphic resistivity units are labelled RU1–4. The dashed lines mark inferred unit boundaries outside of the areas imaged by the GPR and ERT profiles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
those of RU3 at grids 1 and 2, are likely associated with a higher gravel content at grid 3, as observed on the landform surface (Fig. 4c vs Fig. 4a, b). Low resistivity material (~300–700 Ω·m) at the landform surface form RU4, the location of which corresponds to that of localized fine sand observed at the esker ridge surface at lines X3 and X6.

Radar bounding surfaces delineate 47 radar elements (labelled A–Z and ZA–ZU on Figs. 11a, b and 12 and referred to as RE-A to RE-Z and RE-ZA to RE-ZU in the text). The stratigraphically deepest radar element, RE-A, is imaged wherever GPR penetration is great enough. Although its lower bounding surface is not imaged, the upper bounding surface of RE-A is defined by an often high amplitude continuous reflection, below which the GPR signal rapidly attenuates (independent of system electronics) (Figs. 11a and 12). RE-A can be traced discontinuously through the grid and because its stratigraphic position and elevation can be traced to RU1 (till) in the ERT profiles, RE-A defines the irregular (up to ~15 m of relief) canal base (Fig. 11). RE-B to RE-D are tabular elements that rest directly on the canal floor, often infilling topographic lows in the canal base (e.g., RE-B at ~310–610 m, line X1, Fig. 12). These radar elements are continuous across the full length of flow perpendicular lines (Y3 and Y12, Fig. 12), suggesting they extend beyond the width of the esker ridge. Although signal attenuation often prevents clear imaging of internal reflections, RE-B to RE-D are dominated by continuous subhorizontal reflections that onlap their lower bounding surface (where such reflections are visible, e.g., ~1240–1350 m on line X1, Fig. 12). RE-C and RE-D correspond to RU2 in the ERT profiles and have a resistivity of up to ~7000 Ω·m (Fig. 11a, b). Because the stratigraphic position, vertical thickness, and internal characteristics of RE-B to RE-D are similar to RE-A (RU2) in grids 1 and 2 (Fig. 6 and 9), we interpret RE-B to RE-D at grid 3 as canal-wide fill (Table 1; Fig. 11c, d; stage 1, Fig. 13) similar to that reported by Burke et al. (2012). Thus, radar elements within RU3 (RE-E to RE-ZS, Figs. 11a, b and 12) lying above the canal-wide fill and within the esker ridge are interpreted as esker ridge sediments (Fig. 11c, d).

RE-E to RE-G record initial deposition within the esker-forming conduit and are ~100–210 m long and ~4–7 m thick. They have convex-up geometries, being tabular in flow–parallel lines and arched in flow-perpendicular lines (e.g., line Y2, Fig. 12). The lower bounding surface of RE-E is conformable to RE-A and interpreted as a paraconformity (non-depositional or erosional) (e.g., at ~200–300 m on line X1, Fig. 12), whereas those of RE-F and RE-G truncate reflections within RE-C and RE-D, respectively (e.g., at ~1240–1260 m on line X1, Fig. 12), suggesting they are erosional. Internal reflections onlap their lower bounding surfaces and are typically subhorizontal in flow–parallel lines (e.g., ~1070–1160 m on line X1) and slightly arched in flow-perpendicular lines (e.g., line Y2, Fig. 12). RE-E to RE-G record initial discontinuous vertical accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets (cf. Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005) along an ice tunnel (stage 2, Fig. 13), similar to plane beds imaged by GPR in eskers elsewhere (e.g., Burke, et al., 2002; Burke et al., 2008, 2010). RE-Z to RE-ZB are vertically-stacked tabular elements up to ~290 m long, up to ~25 m wide, and ~3–6 m thick. Their lower bounding surfaces, which truncate deeper reflections (e.g., at ~700–750 m of line X1, Fig. 12), are draped by continuous subhorizontal reflections and so record vertical accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets (stages 14–16, Fig. 13) upglacier from the preceding radar elements (i.e., stage 13, Fig. 13). RE-ZC to RE-ZU are broadly tabular ridge-wide elements up to 170 m long and 3–6 m thick. They have varied geometries and lower bounding surfaces that truncate deeper reflections and so are erosional (Fig. 12). RE-ZC, RE-ZF and RE-ZH have lower bounding surfaces dipping upglacier (~6–15° from horizontal) and are composed of continuous reflections that dip upglow at angles concordant to the lower bounding surfaces. RE-ZD, RE-ZE, RE-ZG, RE-ZI and RE-ZJ form either convex-up (RE-ZD and RE-ZE), concave-up (RE-ZG), or tabular (RE-ZI and RE-ZJ) radar elements that are composed of onlapping continuous subhorizontal reflections. RE-ZC to RE-ZJ are consistent with continuous upglacier esker ridge growth through a combination of vertical and headward accretion (Table 1) of gravel sheets (cf. Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005) onto deeper radar elements (stages 17–22, Fig. 13).

RE-ZK to RE-ZQ are concave-up, trough-like elements that are up to ~160 m long, ridge-wide, and ~3–5 m thick (Fig. 12). Their lower bounding surfaces truncate deeper reflections (erosional) and they are composed of onlapping subhorizontal reflections. RE-ZK to RE-ZQ record the final stages of deposition and their characteristics are consistent with discontinuous (along the esker-forming ice tunnel) vertical accretion of gravel sheets (stages 23–24, Fig. 13) similar to scour-and-fill (cf. Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005; Kostic and Aigner, 2007).

Offset reflections can be traced throughout all radar elements and whereas they are most common in flow–perpendicular lines, they also form closely-spaced clusters in flow–parallel lines (e.g., at ~1060–1100 m on line X1, Fig. 12). These clusters can be qualitatively correlated (positively) to the location of flanking kettle holes. Offsets in reflections can be continuously aligned for up to ~6 m (e.g., at ~12 m on line Y5, Fig. 12). Overall, these reflection offsets do not result in significant distortion of primary reflection geometry. Offset reflections are interpreted as faults associated with post-depositional slumping due to steep esker ridge flanks and
Fig. 12. Fence diagram of GPR profiles collected at grid 3. The data have been processed following the sequence described in Section 3.3. Line X1 is separated into five sections that can be identified by the hundred metre distance markers. True relative line orientations are shown in Fig. 11. The location where line X3 coincides with X1 is indicated. Radar element bounding surfaces are defined by the bold lines. Where GPR signal attenuation has prevented continuous imaging of a bounding surface, inferred bounding surfaces are indicated by the short-dashed lines labelled ‘?’ and the interpreted water table is defined by the wide dashed line. Radar elements have been labelled (A–Z and ZA–ZU) in order of deposition. Short dotted lines mark offset reflections.
Fig. 13. Fence diagram of interpreted CPE profiles collected at grid 3. Line X1 is separated into five sections that can be identified by the hundred metre distance markers. True relative line orientations are shown in Fig. 1f. Radar elements have been colour-coded based upon the broad style of deposition, using the criteria outlined in Table 1. These colours correspond to those in legend (top left). The radar elements have been numbered (1-26) in order of deposition. Refer to animation 3 (see supplementary data) for an animation of depositional ordering. Short dotted lines mark faults. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
removal (melting) of ice support (cf. Fiore et al., 2002; Burke et al., 2008, 2010; Woodward et al., 2008). RE-ZR to RE-ZT are only identified on flow-perpendicular lines (Fig. 12) and their positions correspond to steps in the esker ridge flank (Fig. 3e). They initiate close to offset reflections (e.g., at ~10–15 m on line Y6, Fig. 12), form asymmetrical troughs that increase in thickness away from the esker ridge crest, and are composed of discontinuous reflections distorted by offsets in reflections (e.g., RE-ZR on line Y4, Fig. 12). Because RE-ZR to RE-ZT initiate close to faults (offset reflections) within the esker ridge and lie below steps (treads) in the esker ridge cross-section, we interpret them as slumps (Table 1), resulting from collapse of the esker ridge flanks following removal (melting) of ice support.

The final stage of canal fill at grid 3 is recorded by RE-ZU (Fig. 12), which is poorly imaged due to the radar element lower bounding surface often being shallower than the area obscured by the GPR air- and ground-waves. The position of RE-ZU corresponds to RU4, which is a low resistivity (~400–700 ⊃-m) unit at the landform surface (Fig. 11b). Because RU4 corresponds to the presence of fine sand at the esker ridge surface, and it has resistivity values similar to those reported for aeolian deposits elsewhere on the Fraser Plateau (Perkins et al., 2011b), we interpret RE-ZU as aeolian sediment (Table 1) deposited following esker ridge deposition (Fig. 11c, d; stage 26, Fig. 13). A similar aeolian unit is inferred at the surface of line X3 from the resistivity values, but this does not correspond to a radar element because its thickness is less than that of the airwave and groundwave (at 60 subsidiary contact due to minimal faulting) and the esker ridge raise the possibility of time-transgressive deposition of the esker ridge segments and fans (cf. Banerjee and McDonald, 1975; Brennand, 2000; Hooke and Fastook, 2007; Cummings et al., 2011). Because fan 2 is adjacent to a flat-topped esker ridge segment that was deposited subaerially, it is possible that flat-topped ridge segments and fans were deposited time-transgressively atop round-crescent ridge segments (cf. Cummings et al., 2011). However, fans 1 and 3 are not adjacent to flat-topped esker ridge segments (fan 1 is adjacent to an esker ridge enlargement and fan 3 a round crested esker ridge segment) and no fan is adjacent to the flat-topped ridge segment at grid 1 (Fig. 1c). We infer that all fans were deposited following, rather than during, esker ridge formation for seven reasons: 1) there is a mismatch in scale between the fans and the esker ridge (fans have small surface areas compared to esker ridge width and length); 2) fan surface elevations are ~10 m lower than the esker ridge crest. Because the fan surfaces are not kettled and primary bedding within the fans is largely intact (i.e. not heavily faulted), it seems unlikely the fans were “let down” due to buried ice melt out; 3) fan morphology and sedimentology indicate complex flow directions oblique to, rather than parallel to the esker ridge crest, including flow towards, as well as away from the esker ridge; 4) the centrelines of fans 1 and 2 are consistent with the orientation of channels cut perpendicularly through the esker ridge; 5) the fans do not drape the esker ridge; as might be expected if time-transgressive esker sedimentation had occurred (cf. Brennand, 2000; Hooke and Fastook, 2007), but rather sit adjacent to the esker ridge and are topographically constrained by it; 6) the esker ridge proper (RU3) is dominated by coarse sand and pebble- to cobble-gravel (Figs. 4a, d, 6c, 9b and 11c, d), whereas even in esker-proximal locations the fans are dominated by fine silt, clay (unit 1, Fig. 5b); and 7) fine material on the esker ridge surface, where present (RU4), is coarser than material making up the fan proper (Fig. 4d vs. unit 1, Fig. 5b) and instead has similar characteristics to unit 2 at the fan surface (Fig. 5b). These thin sand and silt carapaces are consistent with Holocene aeolian sediment (see Section 4.2) that is found extensively across the Fraser Plateau (cf. Lian and Huntley, 1999). Consequently, we do not consider the fans as part of the meltwater corridor landsystem per se, but rather part of a superimposed (later) proglacial lake landsystem. Rapid down and backwasting of the CIS on the Fraser Plateau resulted in proglacial lake formation (recorded by glaciolacustrine sediments in the area, cf. Tipper, 1971; Valentine and Schori, 1980) into which fine sediment (from the melting ice and reworking of previously deposited materials) was deposited. Thus, we envisage the esker ridge was deposited synchronously along its full length, as suggested by Burke et al. (2012).

5. Styles of esker ridge sedimentation

Although the esker ridge is not continuous for its full length, gaps between ridge sections are not associated with ice-marginal fans. Thus, the Chasm esker ridge was most likely deposited synchronously within an ice tunnel at least ~32 km in length. However, geophysical data reveal that changes in ridge morphology are associated with variation in the style of sedimentation.

5.2.1. Flat-topped esker ridge sedimentation (grids 1 and 2)

Deposition within grids 1 and 2 includes both canal-wide fill and esker ridge sediments. Initial esker ridge deposits at both grids, record localized deposition involving horizontally-extensive vertical accretion, with minor lateral, headward and downflow accretion. Depositional stages are separated by periods of erosion and so most elements no longer reflect their primary geometry. Such reworking is most prominent at grid 1 where radar elements

5. Discussion

5.1. Synchronous or time-transgressive esker ridge formation?

The close proximity of the subaqueous fans (probably ice-contact due to minimal faulting) and the esker ridge raise the
are relatively thin and have been truncated prior to the subsequent depositional phase. At grid 2, on the other hand, radar elements tend to be thicker, with internal reflection geometry suggesting the presence of large-scale, primary bedforms. At both grids this phase of alternating depositional and erosional stages is then replaced by periods of extensive (throughout the grid) vertical accretion that often infills topographic low points in the landform and results in the broad flat-topped ridge morphology. These flat-topped ridge morphologies are consistent with deposition in a channel with a free water surface (open channel) (cf. Russell et al., 2001). Because sediments at grids 1 and 2 form distinct ridges and contain faults suggesting the removal of lateral support, we interpret these flat-topped ridge segments to have been deposited within an ice-walled channel. Given the abrupt lithostratigraphic change in radar element characteristics, we suggest that esker ridge sedimentation initially took place in pressurised, subglacial ice tunnels that then unroofed during the final stages of esker ridge formation to become subaerial ice-walled channels. However, there are discrepancies between both the texture and architecture of subglacial ice tunnel deposits between grids 1 and 2. Radar elements at grid 1 tend to be thinner and separated by periods of more intense erosion than those at grid 2, which are thicker. This includes large-scale bedforms. These discrepancies suggest differences in flow depth and stream power (cf. Carling, 1999), as well as the possibility of reduced sediment supply at the time of esker ridge sediment deposition recorded at grid 1. Furthermore, the resistivity of ice tunnel deposits is lower at grid 1, suggesting a lesser gravel content. Consequently, sediments at grid 2 were likely deposited earlier (within the esker-forming event) than those at grid 1 when flow velocities were higher. This is probably because the ice tunnel at grid 2 unroofed before that at grid 1.

5.2.2. Round-crested, unbranched esker ridge and ridge enlargement (grid 3)

Deposition within grid 3 includes canal-wide fill followed by esker ridge sedimentation. Initial esker ridge deposition is irregular and includes laterally extensive, undulating units that conform to the substrate (till and canal-wide fill) long profile (Figs. 12 and 13). Initial radar elements form depocentres that are disconnected by non-deposition or erosion (stage 2, Fig. 13). Further vertical accretion is focussed at these depocentres, as well as upglacier and downglacier from them (stage 3–9, Fig. 13). Subsequent radar elements are stacked in an upglacier direction (stages 10–22, Fig. 13) suggesting an on-going and upglacier increase in accommodation space. This broad headward landform growth includes vertical and headward accretion resulting in macroform development (cf. Brennand, 1994). Backset beds (stages 10–13, 17, 19 and 21, Fig. 13) indicate the presence of hydraulic conditions consistent with abrupt channel enlargement and deposition similar to that in composite macroforms identified in other eskers (e.g., Brennand, 1994, 2000; Burke et al., 2008, 2010). The undulating esker ridge long profile suggests pressurised flow (closed-conduit flow) during esker ridge formation, which is consistent with the round-crested ridge morphology (Fig. 2) that also negates a free water surface because round-crested segments are composed of arched beds (cf. Garbutt, 1990) that indicate this is primary ridge morphology. Although faults within the landform and slump blocks along the esker ridge flanks are associated with removal of ice support (cf. Fiore et al., 2002; Woodward et al., 2008; Burke et al., 2008, 2010), GPR reflections within the landform are not highly distorted, further supporting subglacial esker ridge deposition (cf. Price, 1969; Banerjee and McDonald, 1975; Brennand, 2000). Consequently, esker ridge morphology, sedimentary architecture, and the limited presence of faulting indicate the ridge here was deposited in a pressurised, subglacial or low englacial ice tunnel (cf. Brennand, 1994, 2000). However, there is an increase in the frequency of faults and collapse within the vicinity of flanking kettle holes. This close association between the esker ridge and kettle holes suggests strong structural control on conduit location, which is consistent with increasing evidence from contemporary glaciers that conduits are generally controlled by glacial geologic structures (e.g., Fountain et al., 2005; Gulley and Benn, 2007; Benn et al., 2009; Gulley, 2009; Gulley et al., 2009) and similar inferences based on esker ridge and kettle hole patterns on the Canadian Shield (Craig, 1964).

Irregularities in radar element location, extent and geometry suggest spatial and temporal variation in accommodation space and sedimentation rate (cf. Brennand, 2000), likely linked to variations in conduit geometry (i.e. non-uniform ice tunnel geometry; e.g., Brennand, 1994; Fiore et al., 2002; Burke et al., 2008, 2010). The lack of fine material within ice tunnel deposits (Fig. 11), and presence of ridge-scale macroforms deposited within a conduit at least 20–30 m wide (based on radar element extent in flow-perpendicular lines) suggest rapid deposition similar to that reported from GLOF eskers (cf. Burke et al., 2010). Development of scour-and-fill features during the final stage of esker ridge formation are likely associated with sediment reworking due to a reduced accommodation space (as the flow depth reduced due to filling of the ice tunnel with sediment) and/or changes in sediment supply.

5.3. Drainage system evolution

5.3.1. Glaciological and depositional setting

Although at LGM the CIS was ~600 m thick on the interior plateaus of BC (Huntley and Broster, 1994), we suggest ice over the meltwater corridor was probably <200 m thick at the time of esker ridge formation because: 1) the elevation difference between ice-marginal meltwater channels on the eastern slopes of the Marble Range (Fig. 1b) and the meltwater corridor base, suggests ice was <200 m thick over the meltwater corridor during final stages of the CIS here (Burke et al., 2012); 2) canal-wide fill does not display any evidence of the deformation that would be expected due to thick ice recoupling following the broad flow that eroded the canal and deposited the gravel sheets and dunes (Burke et al., 2012); 3) the canal-wide fill has not been reworked following deposition, suggesting the flow that deposited it was the last major event through the canal (Burke et al., 2012) and thus, during the final stages of the CIS; 4) the esker ridge is stratigraphically higher than the broad canal-wide fill and so was deposited later; and 5) the esker ridge was generated synchronously within a subglacial ice tunnel and, locally, an open ice-walled channel. Local open ice-walled channel flow requires the ice to be thin enough to allow ice tunnel unroofing.

The lack of reworking and burial by fines of the broad canal-wide fill underlying the Chasm esker ridge led Burke et al. (2012) to suggest that the late-waning stage of the GLOF flow responsible for canal-wide erosion and fill was focussed into a smaller ice tunnel recorded by the esker ridge. Such collapse of canal-forming (tunnel channel) flow into smaller ice tunnels has been previously inferred elsewhere (e.g., Shaw, 1983) and it is known that eskers can form during single GLOFs at contemporary glaciers (e.g., Burke et al., 2008, 2010). These eskers include clasts ripped-up from the glacier bed (cf. Russell et al., 2001), suggesting bed erosion took place prior to esker deposition. Our data from the Chasm esker ridge reveal that fine sediments are absent and ridge sedimentation is dominated by sand and gravel (Figs. 4a, c, 6c, 9b and 11c, d) that is arranged into ridge-scale macroforms deposited within a large ice
tunnel (at least 20–30 m wide). These observations are consistent with criteria suggested as diagnostic of GLOF deposition in eskers (cf. Burke et al., 2010) and so we suggest that the Chasm esker ridge was most likely generated on the waning stage of the GLOF that formed the canal here. This explains the lack of reworking and burial by fines of the canal-wide fill (Burke et al., 2011) and is also consistent with a general upward fining from the coarser, early-waning stage, canal-wide fill to the finer, late-waning stage, esker ridge sedimentation as recorded in the ERT profiles (Figs. 6c, 9b and 11a, b).

Fig. 14. Evolutionary model for ice tunnel development and Chasm esker formation on the southern Fraser Plateau, BC. a) The initial location of the irregular ice tunnel was controlled by structural weaknesses in the ice. The ice tunnel probably developed where the ice was heavily crevassed. Variations in ice tunnel geometry (accommodation space) resulted in depocentre development in ice tunnel expansions. These expansions were separated by non-deposition within ice tunnel constrictions. Panels b–e show enlarged views of this ice tunnel: b) Up- and down-glacier expansion of ice tunnel expansions resulted in associated esker segment growth. c) Up-glacier ice tunnel growth connected the depocentres via headward deposition, resulting in esker segment growth in an upglacier direction. d) As the ice tunnel and esker grew in an upglacier direction, ice tunnel branches were developed where there were abundant structural weaknesses in the ice and this resulted in multi-thread esker segments. Ice tunnel infilling reduced accommodation space and resulted in reworking of earlier deposits. e) On the late waning stage, the thin overlying ice locally unroofed to form open channels. Here flat-topped esker segments accreted onto earlier ice tunnel deposits. Note that the model simplifies a complex depositional sequence and the presentation of depositional elements as flat-topped blocks does not reflect true esker morphology (except for element 9). Refer to text for further explanation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
5.3.2. Ice tunnel and esker ridge evolution

Initial canal-wide flow likely facilitated collapse and longitudinal crevasse formation along the GLOF path, similar to observations from contemporary GLOFs (Björnsson, 2002). It is likely that the late waning-stage flow path would have been initially controlled by these structural weaknesses in the ice (cf. Gulley and Benn, 2007; Benn et al., 2009; Gulley, 2009; Gulley et al., 2009). Along this flow path an efficient ice tunnel was then generated, with changes in esker ridge architecture recording spatial and temporal variation in ice tunnel geometry and accommodation space (cf. Brennand, 2000). Under the thin, inactive (cf. Fulton, 1991) ice conditions prevalent at the time of esker ridge formation, creep closure rates would have been low compared to thick ice scenarios, particularly over short timescales. Thus, the ice tunnel in which the Chasm esker ridge was deposited cannot be classified as an R-channel senso stricto because, by definition, an R-channel size is controlled by the balance between frictional melting of the ice walls and their creep closure (cf. Röthlisberger, 1972). Instead, the main factors (in addition to crevasse pattern) controlling ice tunnel geometry (accommodation space) would have been the balance between ice tunnel growth from frictional melting as well as mechanical excavation of the ice walls, and ice tunnel constriction from sediment deposition, rather than creep closure. Also, given only limited lateral accretion is identified within the esker ridge, most of the esker ridge does not appear to have formed within an H-channel (Hooke, 1984), which requires a gradual broadening of the ice tunnel. The architectural and morphological observations described in previous sections form the basis of an evolutionary model of ice tunnel development and esker ridge formation (Fig. 14).

During initial esker ridge sedimentation a continuous (to the glacier margin), but irregular (geometry) ice tunnel was developed along structural weaknesses in the ice. At this time local ice tunnel enlargements were separated by more constricted reaches (Fig. 14a). Variations in ice tunnel geometry were probably controlled by irregular ice surface collapse resulting from reductions in the integrity of the ice atop canal-wide flow. After canal-wide flow, the ice surface collapsed and local ice tunnel enlargement, enhanced by mechanical excavation of ice in areas of pervasive crevassing, resulted in an irregular ice tunnel geometry. Variation in accommodation space along the irregular ice tunnel facilitated development of local depocentres in ice tunnel expansions separated by non-deposition in ice tunnel constrictions (Fig. 14a, b). Sedimentation within these depocentres reduced accommodation space enhancing frictional melting and erosion of the ice tunnel walls. The resulting ice tunnel growth (Fig. 8b) around the depocentres increased accommodation space once more, facilitating further deposition within the expanding enlargements (Fig. 14b). General upglacier stacking of remaining esker ridge radar elements at grid 3 implies ice tunnel expansion upglacier from the depocentres (a form of paragenesis) (Fig. 14c). Continued upglacier expansion and headward accretion of radar elements generated obstacles to flow that then forced enlargement of constricted ice tunnel sections on the stoss side of depocentres, resulting in esker ridge deposition in an upglacier direction (Fig. 8b) and rapid ice tunnel infilling with gravel sheets and backset beds (macroforms) (Fig. 14d). Where the ice was highly crevassed floodwater was able to take advantage of multiple, structurally-controlled flow paths to form ice tunnel branches and deposit multi-thread esker ridge segments (of similar scale) separated by kettle holes. Where smaller, secondary esker ridge crests are not closely associated with kettle holes (Burke et al., 2012) these branches could have developed due to sediment infilling and blockage of the main ice tunnel (Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989). Ice tunnel infilling reduced accommodation space, resulting in local sediment reworking and development of scour-and-fill elements (Fig. 14d). Although the ice tunnel evolved in an overall upglacier direction (grid 3, Fig. 8b), this growth included vertical ice tunnel enlargement (Fig. 8b). Because the ice was thin, this vertical enlargement resulted in local ice tunnel unroofing to form open channel conditions. Here deposition beneath a free water surface resulted in broad accretion onto subglacial ice tunnel deposits and resulted in development of local flat-topped ridge segments (Fig. 14e). Because these flat-topped segments are composed of relatively fine sediment (resistivity values ~1000–4000 ω⋅m in RU3 of Figs. 6c and 9b), have architectures more consistent with lower energy deposition (at least at grid 1), and are located towards the head of the esker ridge that was primarily developed through upglacier expansion of a continuous, but narrow ice tunnel, it is most likely they record the final stages of esker ridge formation.

6. Conclusions and wider implications

There is increasing evidence that many eskers record unsteadiness in dynamic glacial hydrologic systems (cf. Shulmeister, 1989; Brennand, 1994; Burke et al., 2008, 2010; Cummings et al., 2011), which is consistent with observations from contemporary ice masses (e.g., Bartholomaus et al., 2011). Our data from the southern Fraser Plateau suggest esker ridge deposition took place during a high-magnitude and probably single event (cf. Burke et al., 2010). The Chasm esker ridge most likely records the late waning stage of ice-dammed lake drainage following canal formation. Rapid ice tunnel development prevented reworking of canal-wide fill by focussing waning stage floodwater and sediment into the esker-forming ice tunnel. Preservation of the canal fill (broad deposits and esker ridge segments) implies that subsequent discharge of water through this canal must have been limited and so the canal landsystem must have been generated during the final stages of the CIS on the Fraser Plateau. Collapse of canal-forming flow into an esker-forming ice tunnel has been proposed as an explanation for preferential location of eskers in tunnel channels elsewhere (e.g., Shaw, 1983).

As the CIS was thin (cf. Huntley and Broster, 1994) and largely inactive (cf. Fulton, 1991) at the time of the Chasm esker ridge formation (Burke et al., 2012), our data reveal the processes operating during late-waning ice tunnel flow under these glaciological conditions. Although many field investigations of eskers invoke formation beneath thin, stagnant ice (e.g. Shilts, 1984; Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989; Dredge et al., 1999), studies that use esker patterns to verify numerical models (e.g. Boulton et al., 2009) or develop glacial hydrological theory (e.g., Shreve, 1985; Clark and Walder, 1994; Hooke and Fastook, 2007) often assume conduit geometry was governed by the balance between conduit growth from frictional melting and closure due to ice creep. However, such assumptions require the presence of thick, active ice at the time of esker formation and cannot be applied to short-lived hydrological events beneath thin, inactive ice. The final stages of the CIS on the Fraser Plateau would not be conducive to conduit squeezing (from creep closure) being the dominant factor that controlled reductions in conduit cross-sectional area. Consequently, the factors required for R-channel formation were not present at the time of formation of the Chasm esker ridge on the Fraser Plateau and this is reflected in esker ridge architecture and landform associations. During meltwater corridor landsystem development, reductions in flow stage were followed by ice surface collapse along the flow path, facilitating pervasive crevassing. Because the ice was thin, these crevasses then provided structural weaknesses along which waning flow was focussed and an esker-forming ice tunnel was developed. Such strong structural control is documented by the close association of esker ridge segments and kettle holes and is
consistent with increasing evidence thatenglacial conduits at contemporary glaciers are controlled by antecedent structures in the ice (e.g., Fountain et al., 2005; Gulley and Benn, 2007; Benn et al., 2009; Burke et al., 2009; Gulley, 2009; Gulley et al., 2009). This initial structurally-controlled channel then evolved from a continuous, but inefficient ice tunnel (due to a highly irregular geometry governed by crevasse pattern) into a more efficient ice tunnel.

The Chasm esker ridge sedimentary architecture and landform associations reveal that eskers may record unsteadiness in the glacial hydrologic system. During ice tunnel development, reductive in conduit cross-sectional area was determined by the sedimentation rate relative to conduit enlargement by frictional melting and mechanical ice excavation. The balance between these governing factors resulted in the dynamic changes in accommodation space (conduit geometry) that were fundamental to esker ridge formation, as reflected in the complex esker ridge sedimentary architecture. Consequently, the primary factors controlling formation of the Chasm esker ridge were the interaction between conduit geometry (accommodation space), flow conditions, and sediment supply. This is consistent with the inferred controls on GLOF esker formation at contemporary glaciers (Burke et al., 2010).

Within the Chasm esker, ridge cross-sectional area is closely related to the presence of macroforms that in turn are linked to changes in ice tunnel geometry during esker ridge deposition (cf. Brennand, 1994, 2000; Delaney, 2001; Fiore et al., 2002; Burke et al., 2008, 2010). Composite macroforms, which have characteristic backset to foreset bed transitions, probably require the sudden generation of a conduit enlargement to initiate backset deposition and then rapid sedimentation that generates a flow separation and foreset progradation below the backsets (cf. Brennand, 1994). Composite macroforms are thought to be diagnostic of GLOF deposition (cf. Burke et al., 2010). Ridge-scale units of backset beds are identified within the Chasm esker ridge, which, given our interpretation that the esker ridge was generated on the waning stage of a high-magnitude GLOF, support the argument that composite macroforms are indeed diagnostic of GLOFs through esker-forming ice tunnels (cf. Burke et al., 2010). However, these backset beds are not associated with foreset progradation, indicating a lee-side flow separation was not generated. Although more testing is necessary, the lack of a lee-side flow separation is probably due to a lower sedimentation rate and/or flow power during formation of the Chasm esker ridge than that during contemporary GLOF esker formation reported by Burke et al. (2010). Furthermore, the Chasm esker ridge texture was dictated by sediment supply constraints, similar to those reported by Burke et al. (2010). Although boulders are present within the canal fill (Fig. 4e, f), indicating the flow had the competence to transport them, they are rare within the esker ridge itself (Fig. 4a–c) suggesting that flow powers in esker-forming flows were insufficient to transport boulders.

Our data imply that variation in esker ridge morphology can be used, in part, to make genetic interpretations of esker ridge formation. Round-crested, undulating ridge segments may record deposition in pressurised subglacial ice tunnels, whereas flat-topped ridge segments may record deposition during open channel (free water surface) flow due to subjacent ice tunnel unroofing. However, where an ice tunnel unroofes the sediment that results in a flat-topped morphological expression may only account for some of the sediment within the ridge segment, as ice tunnel deposits can be found at depth due to earlier subjacent deposition. Many flat-topped eskers have been identified on the Canadian Shield (e.g. St. Onge, 1984; Shilts et al., 1987) where they are typically linked to subaerial deposition close to the ice margin. Although subaqueous fans were identified adjacent to the Chasm esker ridge, these were formed after synchronous esker ridge formation and so the presence of subaqueous fans, even when close to flat-topped segments, need not imply time-transgressive esker formation. Furthermore, we identify no correlation between canal floor topography and esker ridge morphology (Fig. 2b), as suggested by Shreve (1985). Instead, variations in esker ridge morphology are controlled by hydrological and glaciological configurations that are independent of basal topography. These data demonstrate that landform mapping alone is not sufficient to constrain the dynamism that may take place within an esker-forming ice tunnel. Only through a combination of landform mapping and sedimentary architecture data, can the specific factors responsible for ice tunnel evolution be identified. Because esker morphology and distribution have been used to test numerical ice sheet models (e.g., Boulton et al., 2009) and numerical models have been used to explain esker patterns (e.g., Hooke and Fastook, 2007), it is vital that the underlying assumptions used in numerical models are consistent with the landform record.


